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About This Game

Run or Die is a fast paced Endless Runner that focuses on movement based abilities (and a huge Ion Cannon)! Players must
make decisions in the blink of an eye and react quickly in order to make their way through a hazardous city environment where

every run is different! Can you make it to the Lab to save Flow?

Warning: Run or Die is not a casual game!

Features:

Tight controls

The R.O.D Suit which gives you access to 5 different Abilities

Native Controller Support

3 Playable Characters (including a catdog)

Over 170 handcrafted maps

Day & Night Cycle
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Endless Mode

Daily Runs in which players from all over the world run through the exact same city layout and have one shot a day to
grab the highest score

Training Mode, hone your skills to prepare for the run

Challenge Mode, collect all the Intel and reach the goal

User Created Challenge Map Support

Steam Workshop Integration for easy sharing of User Created Challenge Maps

Online Highscores to compare your score with the rest of the world

Pixel Art crafted with love

Music by Vidboy & Lifeformed

Steam Achievements

A quick restart button (trust us, you will love that one)

“I’m waiting for you at the Doc’s lab! Come! Quickly!”

P.S.: Run or Die is only available in English, but there are no refined English skills required to understand and enjoy the game.
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I BOUGHT THIS GAME I SHOULD GET SOMETHING I SUPPORTED THIS GAME AND BELIVED IN IT AND I FELL
OFFENDED FOR YOU TO JUST GIVE UP AND MAKE IT FREE TO PLAY
. This car and track are great but you never get to use them during the single player campaign. With that in mind I can't bring
myself to recommend this DLC.. The game looks really it's a relatively original idea (from what I know). However, the game is
not difficult, but tedious. You cana try it for yourself, since this is a personal thing, but I do not recommend it.. Me and my bro
had a blast playing through this game. Tons of variety. Usually it's a twin stick shooter but other times it feels like Warioware or
GTA or Metal Gear. Really funny dialogue too, and the music is great. Gotta say I did feel kinda weird shooting innocent
civilians but in a good way. 5\/7 perfect game. While the graphics aren't great and the gameplay is a bit awkward I still think this
is a pretty interesting game. Moving around can be a bit clunky and the camera is a bit laggy. The actual story is kind of meh but
it's only a short little demo. Can't expect much from a 20 min game really. I enjoyed the experience but I'd only recommend this
game to people who happen to have a interest in space exploration and NASA.. this isvery good!. Yuile And Yuyi Two VERY
Great Friends Who Now do lots of stuff Together ^^ Yuyi Didnt really Like sports all that Much Esp Volleyball she was no
good at it And she thought she sucked in her mind. Though Yuile helped and teached her the ways but one Little Accident
Caused Yuyi Nose to bleed cause Yuile spiked the ball and she was really Sad that it happened. Down the road Her Sis Yuyi
Was getting Married And was Gonna move away from town So she can live happy life With her Husband Thankfully Yuyi
Arrived in time to see her off. Yuyi Helped Yuile About Makeup and Kanji so that she can get Better at it. But in all Very Good
VN ^^ I loved it And Def would Recc this to people If you Like Heart to Heart Stories.. This is by far my favorite volume of
Friendsim.

Elwurd is a great character with some hilarious dialogue (there's a slam-poetry section, 10\/10), and all the paths with her have
good progression and depth instead of abruptly dead-ending if you don't choose the "good" option.

Kupram and Folykl aren't as much fun compared to Elwurd, so I'd recommend getting them out of the way first. They're a cute
duo with some funny bits, but their memes just aren't as fresh. I did get a hefty laugh from a hentai joke though, so you have
that to look forward to.

Definitely recommend this volume overall though, it's one of the best, mainly for Elwurd. Idk who's writing all these Alternian
waifus but they're killin' it.. They should call this game "800 strikes" because that's what it's gonna feel like at first. The pitching
speeds seem real and there's a variety of pitches. Plenty of settings to dial it down though. I think this is my new go to baseball
game because the learning curve and difficulty seems learnable and makes me want to play it again.
I have to say it might even be worth it just for the catcher mode. Sitting behing the plate with 90mph fastballs coming at you is
actually pretty scary in VR. Very fun though!

Too bad there's no "full" baseball game mode. Where you choose which position you want to play. That woul make it worth the
high pricetag. As it stands probably more like a $11-12 tops.
 Seems like all the pieces are there. Running could easily be done automatcally. This would be a great game to flesh out into a
full baseball game.

works on Windows MR btw I'm playing it on a Lenovo.. There is so much goodness in this title already, and I can't wait to see
how it grows.
Themamtically in design and look it is dead on.

The shooting mechanics are almost perfect (still struggling with the rifles myself) and add to the tension and feeling of succes
when nailing a target from yards away.

I really like the different game modes that are already in the game, and looking forward to seeing what else the dev's can fit in.
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Absoluetly funny game with an apparent political hint. Nicely designed and very playable.. This game is a very cool experience.
It's built around the lunar cycle, with certain areas only becoming accessable during a full and new moon. If you don't have time
to plan sessions around that, then there's a way in game to cause a "time paradox", and overwrite the current night's moon.
Alternatively, you can be a cheating cheater and change the date/time on your computer. You'll actually get an achievement for
this, but you'll miss out on another one.

  Some people are saying that this isn't really a "game", but I think that's bs. There's some light enviromental puzzles, and some
pattern-based combat, but ultimately it's an adventure game consisting of walking between areas. When I put it like that it
probably sounds bad, but it's better than my description might lead you to believe.

  The atmosphere is neat, the music's pretty good, and I found the art stylish. Some of the humor might fall flat, but in the end I
had a good time completing this game.. This game overall is a great addition to the series and just adds more to the previous
title.

My only compliant besides balance would be the constant memory problems.. a nice contrast to other games..a mixture of
physics, puzzle and inventive leveldesigns. A fun short game that can be beaten in an hour if you speedrun but will take a while
to figure out naturally, and getting 100% is a whole other story, awesome game. 8/10. I'd get it for a dollar or two but nothing
more really.
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